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Abstract

Background:
Cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy (CAN) is associated with diabetes and may be related to the development 
of hypertension, ischemic stroke, and a number of other late complications. The earliest sign of CAN is a 
reduction of heart rate variability (HRV). Standard HRV tests for CAN include expiration-to-inspiration ratio,  
response to active standing (30:15), and the Valsalva maneuver. Because of the technical requirements for these 
tests, they are limited to the point-of-care office or a clinical laboratory setting. It is unknown if a “white-coat“ 
phenomenon exists in autonomic neuropathy testing and if home testing is feasible. The aims of this study 
were (1) to evaluate the reproducibility of CAN testing in a clinical setting, (2) to evaluate the feasibility of self-
monitoring of cardiovascular autonomic function at home, and (3) report possible differences in measurements 
taken at the hospital versus those taken at home. 

Method:
Ten healthy subjects were included. Participants underwent in-hospital testing for CAN before and after home  
monitoring. For 6 consecutive days, participants measured autonomic function once a day at home. The intra- and 
interindividual reproducibility was determined by coefficient of variation (CV) and the reproducibility coefficient 
(RC). Agreement between hospital and home testing was analyzed using Pearson r, mean difference, and 
Bland–Altman analysis with Pitman’s test of difference in variance.

Results:
Pitman’s test showed no significant difference in variance between hospital and home measurements, indicating 
suitable agreement between the two measurements. Reproducibility was moderate to high in all measures, 
with RC ranging from 66–94% and CV ranging from 5–10%.

Conclusions:
Home testing of CAN is feasible. The evaluations showed no significant systematic error of in-hospital testing 
compared with self-monitoring at home. In this study, we were not able to demonstrate the presses of “white 
coat” effect in standard cardiovascular reflex tests.
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Background

Cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy (CAN) is a 
common and serious complication in both type 1 and 
type 2 diabetes. It affects heart rhythm and may lead 
to a significant deterioration of the patient’s quality of 
life, including increased mortality.1,2 It is estimated that 
25% of patients with type 1 and 33% of patients with  
type 2 diabetes have CAN. The effects on heart rhythm 
may play a role in the “sudden death in bed syndrome“ 
described in diabetes patients.3

The diagnosis of CAN is commonly divided into two 
categories, either clinically by the presence of symptoms 
and/or signs or subclinically on the basis of cardio-
vascular reflex tests.3 The subclinical diagnosis is based on 
measurements of heart rate variability (HRV) during 
three cardiovascular reflex tests, all predominantly testing 
the parasympathetic nervous system, which is affected 
earlier by CAN than the sympathetic nervous system.4 
These three tests comprise (1) expiration-to-inspiration 
ratio (E:I), (2) the Valsalva maneuver, and (3) the response 
to active standing ratio (30:15). All tests are validated, 
reliable, and reproducible; they correlate with each other 
and test for the somatic nerve function.5 Each test can be 
described as a normal, border-line, or abnormal test.1,6–9 
Using American Diabetes Association criteria, the results  
are classified as follows: 0, all tests are normal; 1, one test 
is abnormal, signifying the presence of borderline CAN; 
and 2–3, two or three tests abnormal, signifying definite 
CAN. At least two of the three tests should be performed  
to provide adequate diagnostic information.10

It is recommended that the stage of CAN is determined 
by the tests described here at the time of diagnosis in 
type 2 diabetes patients and 5 years after diagnosis in 
type 1 diabetes patients. Hereafter, annual testing is 
recommended.

Early diagnosis of CAN may be achieved by annual 
monitoring for this condition, thereby ensuring timely 
intervention and treatment. The finding of CAN in a 
patient suffering symptoms such as sexual dysfunction, 
dyspepsia, vomiting, diarrhea, and dizziness furthermore 
supports the clinician in diagnosing diabetic autonomic 
neuropathy.10 Publications have described an association 
between autonomic dysfunction and the development of 
hypertension and ischemic stroke. One paper speculates 
that testing may be helpful in predicting future stroke 
events in risk patients.11,12

Testing is scarcely available in hospitals and even less 
so in private practices despite the described benefits of 
diagnosing CAN early. The main reasons for this is time 
consumption with the existing costly stationary technical 
setups requiring laboratory space and specially trained 
technicians. Presently, testing is only recommended at the 
point-of-care office or in a clinical laboratory setting, and 
this may be due to the stationary complicated technical 
setups available today, whereas the technology described 
in this article may allow for home monitoring as well 
as in-hospital testing.4 We have previously presented and 
evaluated a handheld, pocket-size device for measuring 
autonomic reflex test based on electrocardiogram (ECG) 
recordings.13 Despite recommendations for annual 
measurements of autonomic function testing, clinical 
studies for the presence of “white-coat effect“ distinguished  
from standard reflex tests have never been performed.  
Blood pressure charges affect autonomic tone and vice 
versa, and several studies have shown that autonomic 
dysregulation is present in hypertension.14,15 It is 
documented that both 24 h and home blood pressure 
has significantly improved reproducibility and predicts 
cardiovascular events more accurately than ambulatory 
blood pressure. It is unknown if a “white-coat phenomenon”  
exists in autonomic testing and if home testing is feasible. 
Therefore, the aims of this study were to (1) evaluate the 
reproducibility of CAN testing in a clinical setting,  
(2) evaluate the feasibility of self-monitoring of cardio-
vascular autonomic function at home, and (3) report 
possible differences in measurements taken at the hospital 
versus those taken at home.

Methods
Ten healthy volunteers were included. None of the 
volunteers were smokers, were on medication, or suffered 
from chronic diseases. All subjects underwent thorough 
clinical examinations, including echocardiography (Vivid 5, 
GE Healthcare). Food and caffeine-containing liquids 
were prohibited 2 h prior to both home and laboratory 
testing. All laboratory tests of CAN were performed 
between 9:00 and 12:00 am in a quiet, isolated examination 
room. All subjects were, after 5 min supine resting, 
examined with three cardiovascular function tests, including 
(1) heart rate response going from lying to standing to 
examine maximum and minimum R–R interval after  
1 min of standing (30:15); (2) deep breathing for 1 min  
with a respiration frequency of 6 breaths/min to examine 
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the E:I, where E:I was expressed as the mean of the 
lowest R–R intervals during inhalation divided by the 
mean of the highest R–R intervals during exhalation; 
and (3) Valsalva maneuver to determine the ratio of 
maximum and minimum R–R interval during forced 
expiration in 15 s against a fixed resistance of 40 mm 
Hg and 45 s of normal breathing. Each of the three tests 
was separated by a 2 min resting period. The in-hospital  
testing for CAN was performed by a technician before 
and after 6 days of home monitoring. During these  
6 consecutive days, participants measured the three  
cardiac autonomic function tests every morning at home 
(Figure 1).

The previous device we evaluated was able to measure 
and analyze HRV during two standard tests (deep 
breathing and lying to standing).13 The present device 
has a built-in pressure sensor that optimizes the device 
for the measuring and analyzing of HRV during three 
standard tests (deep breathing, lying to standing, and 
Valsalva). A specially designed mouthpiece should be 
connected to the device with silicone tubing when  
performing the Valsalva maneuver. The mouthpiece has a 
small air leakage to prevent closure of the glottis, thus 
ensuring that the expiratory pressure was transmitted to 
the chest. Both devices are based on two hand electrodes 
for recording the ECG with a sampling frequency of 
1000 Hz as recommended.16 The volunteer places one 
hand each on two separate metal electrodes, and the 
device guides the user during the test and automatically 
records an ECG signal from which heart rate and HRV 
are deduced and shown in the display.

All data during the tests, including ECG measurements 
and the actual exhale pressure during the Valsalva 
maneuver, were recorded and automatically stored on 
a memory card in the device. To ensure correct use, 
the device has a built-in user interface, which actively 
guides the subject through all tests, giving both audio 
and visual commands, and finally shows the results in  
the display.

Statistical Analysis
The correlations between repeated measurements in 
hospital and between hospital and home testing were 
calculated using Pearson r and the mean difference between 
laboratory and home measurements. The Bland–Altman 
analysis with Pitman’s test of difference in variance was 
used to test the agreement between hospital and home 
measurements. Natural logarithm of all measurements, 
e.g., E:I, Valsalva, and 30:15, were performed to obtain a 
normal distribution. Subsequently, for the presentation of 
intra- and interindividual reproducibility, the ln values 
were back-transformed. The intra- and interindividual 
reproducibility was determined, both from laboratory 
and home measurements, by coefficient of variation  
[CV; CV = standard deviation (SD)within/mean × 100] 
and the reproducibility coefficient [RC; RC = SD2

between/
(SD2

 between + SD2
within) × 100] were calculated by analysis of 

variance to obtain test–retest reliability. Paired t-tests were 
applied and a p-value of less than 0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.

Results
The 10 healthy volunteers consisted of 3 females and 
7 males, ages 35 ± 4 years. Subject characteristics are 
shown in Table 1.

No signs of cardiac disease were found, and ejection 
fraction was 70.4 ± 0.5 as showed in Table 1.

Printable test results from the prototype device are shown 
in Figure 2.

A high degree of correlation between repeated measure- 
ments in hospital and between hospital and home testing  
was evident, as shown in Tables 2 and 3. There were 
no significant differences between repeated measurements 
within the same session in the hospital for any test 
result (Table 2). The evaluations showed no significant 
difference between laboratory testing and self-monitoring 
at home when using standard cardiovascular reflex tests 

Figure 1. Protocol for the study process.
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Table 1.
Subject Characteristicsa

n 10

sex ratio M:F 7:3

age (years) 35 ± 4

Heart rate 58 ± 10

Body mass index 26 ± 4

Ejection fraction (%) 70.5 ± 4

Blood pressure (mm Hg) 122/77 ± 8/10

Q–T interval (ms) 422.8 ± 20.2

Q–T interval corrected for heart rate (ms) 409.2 ± 17.5

a Results are mean ± SD.

Figure 2. Printable test results from the prototype device. Green dots 
indicate automated detected maximum, and red dots indicate detected 
minimum.

Table 2.
Repeated Measurements Separated by a 2-Minute 
Resting Period in the Laboratory Setting

Test Pearson r
Mean 

difference

95% 
confidence 

interval
p

30:15 0.85 -0.03 -0.08–0.01
Not 

significant

Valsalva 
ratio

0.86 0.01 -0.03–0.05
Not 

significant

E:I 0.91 0.02 -0.07–0.05 
Not 

significant

Table 3.
Difference between Laboratory Testing and Self-
Monitoring at Home

Test
Pearson 

r
Mean 

difference

95% 
confidence 

interval
p

Pitman’s 
test

30:15 0.64 0.022 -0.08–0.03
Not 

significant
Not 

significant

Valsalva 
ratio

0.75 -0.071 -0.15–0.01
Not 

significant
Not 

significant

E:I 0.90 -0.017 -0.06–0.02
Not 

significant
Not 

significant

(30:15, Valsalva, and E:I; Table 3). As shown in Table 3, 
all tests, but the response going from lying to standing 
(30:15), showed a tendency toward higher values when 
testing at home as compared to hospital testing, e.g., mean 
differences of hospital versus home measurements were 
negative, indicating a higher home measurement. The 
Bland–Altman analysis with Pitman’s test of difference 

in variance showed no significant difference in variance 
between hospital and home measurements, indicating 
suitable agreement between the two measurements. 
Reproducibility was moderate to high in all measures, 
with RC ranging from 66–94% and CV ranging from 
5–10% (Table 4); RC less than 40% representing poor 
reproducibility and RC more than 75% representing good 
reproducibility and low values of CV representing good 
reproducibility.17–19

Discussion
The results show that it is indeed possible to test cardiac 
autonomic function at nonclinical venues. We have  
described that the prototype device is suitable for 
ambulatory testing and is interchangeable with the 
hitherto-used research-based setup.13 We now suggest 
that patients may even be able to perform testing of 
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the cardiac autonomic function themselves after a short 
introduction to the device and the built-in user interface. 

The sampling size included 10 young, healthy, well- 
educated volunteers naïve to this test method. The design  
of the methodology study was to demonstrate whether 
this small number of patients would demonstrate a 
difference between home self-monitoring and hospital 
testing results. A short introduction (15 min) was given 
to each study subject by a trained technician on how 
to use the device. Special emphasis was placed on 
the graphical and textual information on the display,  
assuring that the patients were able to perform the tests 
correctly. None of the subjects accessed the “telephone 
hotline“ set up for this project. In the laboratory settings,  
the repeatability or test–retest reliability, e.g., the variation 
in measurements, was taken by the same technician using 
the same instrument and under the same conditions. 
However, when participants measured at home, there 
was no control over the environment, and the only 
controlling element was the text and audio guides 
from the device. Despite this, the reproducibility of all 
three reflex tests was high; all measures showed low 
CV values and high RC values. Reproducibility of the 
standard autonomic tests has been reported previously, 
i.e., CV of 4–14% for Valsalva, CV of 4–8% for E:I, and 
CV of 6–7% for 30:15.18,20–23 Our results appear to be 
in agreement with these results. There was a tendency 
toward higher reproducibility in the laboratory setting in 
the response to standing and Valsalva maneuver but not 
the deep breathing test. Ewing and colleagues24 showed, 
in the case of the response to standing test, that it is not 
the speed of the response to standing that determines 
rebound bradycardia but the muscular activity involved 
in standing up. Lawrence and associates25 showed that 
spontaneous breathing during tests, e.g., active standing 
and Valsalva, is associated with poor repeatability. 
Therefore, controlled breathing after active standing and 
probably after pressure release in the Valsalva maneuver 
may improve the reproducibility and should be further 

investigated. Adding to this complexity, there is evidence 
that the reproducibility of the cardiovascular reflex tests 
are higher in diabetes patients than in healthy controls 
due to a well-described reduction in HRV in the diabetes 
population.26–28 Further studies in the diabetes population 
are therefore necessary to investigate whether or not it is  
of clinical relevance to perform self-monitoring of CAN.

Conclusions
This study is the first to demonstrate that self-monitoring  
of the cardiac autonomic function at home is feasible.

The correlation between repeated measurements in hospital 
and between self-monitoring and hospital testing were 
high in all cardiovascular reflex tests.

In this study, we were not able to demonstrate the 
presses of “white coat” effect in standard cardiovascular 
reflex tests.
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Table 4.
Coefficient of Variation and Reliability Coefficient of Tests for Cardiovascular Autonomic Neuropathy within 
1, 2, and 6 Days

Test n

Hospital: two measurements  
within one day

Hospital: two measurements  
within two days

Home: six measurements  
within six days

mean CV (%) RC (%) mean CV (%) RC (%) mean CV (%) RC (%)

30:15 10 1.63 9 94 1.55 9 77 1.52 8 66

Valsalva ratio 10 1.90 7 80 1.89 7 83 1.98 10 82

E:I 10 1.42 6 90 1.42 6 84 1.44 6 86
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